2i2	THE TYPE-PROBLEM  IN  POETRY
lite manner there comes to the other a daemonic personi-
fication of the unconscious embodying the totality, the
extreme oppositeness and duality of the world of images.
These are border-line phenomena which overstep the
normal; hence the normal mind knows nothing of these
cruel enigmas. They do not exist for him. li is always only
the few who reach the rim of the world, where its mirage
begins, For the man who stands always upon the normal
path the soul has a human, and not a dubious, dimnouie
character; neither clo his fellow-men appear to him in the
least problematical, Only complete abandonment either to
one world or to the other evokes their duality. Spitteler's
intuition caught that picture of the soul which in a less
profound nature would at most have found utterance in
dreams.
Accordingly we read (ilrid,, p, 25);
" And, while ho tlms demeaned himself iti the fury of his
passion, there played a strange quiver about her mouth and face,
and ever and again her eyelids iliekered, .shutting ami opening
hastily, and behind the soft, delicate j'rin^e of her laches there
lurked something which threatened and cre.pt about like ihn fm
which glidcth stealthily through the house, or like the tiger stealing
among the bushes while from the dark foliage, in broken llashcn,
gleameth ever and anon hia yellow mottled llanka,"
The line of life which Prometheus chooses is thus
unmistakably introverted, lie sacrifices all connection
with the present, in order to create in anticipation the
distant future,
It is very different with Epmetfttns; he realises that
his aim is the world, and what the world values,
Hence he says to the angel; uYet now I long for
truth, and my soul lieth in thy hand; an it please thee,
therefore, give me a conscience that will teach me *4ionl
and * -ness' and every just precept,"
Epimetheus cannot resist the temptation to fulfil his
own destiny and submit himself to the t( soulless " point

